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CREDIT EXPANSION AT NINTH DISTRICT MEMBER
BANKS CONTINUES MODERATE GROWTH
The pace of total credit (loans and investments)
expansion at Ninth district member banks during June
moderated even further from the reduced rate of growth
recorded earlier in the year. This slowdown generally
paralleled the deceleration which took place at commercial banks throughout the nation during the month,
Where district banks deviated from their counterparts in
the nation was in the separate behavior of loans and investments, On the national level, loan expansion during
June proceeded at a slightly slower pace than earlier in
the year; but, in order to accomplish this, holdings of
both U. S. government and other securities were sharply
reduced. At the district level, the entire increase in total
credit was directed to holdings of other securities there
was a small contraction in holdings of U. S. government
securities and virtually no increase in outstanding loans,
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A further analysis of district bank credit during
June reveals rather contrasting patterns of behavior between country and city banks. At country banks the rate
of loan expansion during June, as in recent months, was
relatively strong albeit somewhat below that of the
first quarter of 1968. This was made possible by a slower advance in investment portfolio holdings and a surprisingly steady inflow of time deposits. As a result, the
rate of total credit growth at district country banks increased slightly during June. At city banks, on the other
hand, the level of total loans dropped sharply during
June a continuation of the trend of recent months. This
stemmed in part from an unusually large decline in time
deposit inflow as rising market rates of interest made it
increasingly difficult for city banks to retain corporate
and consumer time deposits. In addition to this, city
banks continued to display a vigorous appetite for other (mostly municipal and Federal agency) securities,
in part, because of increasingly attractive yields but
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also, Øossibly; because of softness in the demand for
loans. As a result, the entire increase in total credit at
city banks was in the form of other securities.

Savings and mortgage loan commitments at district savings and loan associations followed divergent
paths during June. The increase in savings balances,
after allowance is made for dividends credited to passbook accounts, equaled the advance recorded in June
1967 and surpassed the net inflow during June 1966. The
first nine months of 1967 was a period of substantial
growth at S&L’s following the slowdown in 1966, and
June was the first month during 1968 in which net savings
inflow matched the year-ago figure. Mortgage loan commitments, on the other hand, appear to be slowing down.
Following a period of rapid growth during the first four
months of 1968, loan commitments leveled~off in May and
fell sharply during June a month in which commitments
are ordinarily substantially increased.
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CROP PRODUCTION IN THE NINTH DISTRICT IS EXPECTED TO TOP YEAR AGO LEVELS
Another bumper crop year is in the making for the
Ninth district farmers. According to mid-season estimates, the 1968 grain production will generally run above
the abundant output of 1967 as increases in per acre
yields have offset a reduction in planted acres. As shown
in the accompanying graph, the July 1 prospects for dis-

trict grain production indicate increases in output above
that of 1%? for aU ma)or crops except corn. Another record wheat crop is being forecast with 412 mil. bushels

anticipated for 1968. This is a two percent increase
above the record 1967 crop. Most of the expected increase
in wheat production is attributed to increased yields, and
a 20 percent increase in durum wheat acreage. The durum
wheat crop alone is expected to run 50 percent above that
of the 1967 output. The district’s corn crop is predicted
to run about 426 mu, bushels. This represents a six percent decrease in total corn production from 1967, but
would still be the second highest corn crop on record. A
reduction in acreage is largely responsible for the anticipated decrease in corn production, particularly in Minnesota and South Dakota where corn acreage was reduced
by 14 and 12 percent, respectively, compared to 1967.
Production increases on the order of 15 percent are expected for the district’s oats, barley and flax crops.
These July 1 estimates for all grain crops are undoubtedly on the conservative side in view of the favorable growing conditions that have prevailed since then.
While the crop production picture appears to be
bright, the district pattern is generally in line with total
U. S. grain production estimates which, when combined
with expected grain carryovers from the 1967 crop is exerting severe pressure on grain price levels. Crop prices,
particularly food grains, began slipping in the second
quarter and were pushed downward with each report of
favorable growing conditions. Wheat prices were the most
severely affected with Minneapolis hitting $1.43 per
bushel for hard spring (ordinary protein) by the first of
August. That compares to a $1.62 average in April and
$1.55 average in June. The July wheat price was slightly below the loan rate. Corn prices rallied moderately
early in the second quarter but have since declined to
$1.03 from the Minneapolis April average of $1.11 per
bushel.

TOTAL WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT REMAINS
UNCHANGED FROM FIRST QUARTER
The overall economy of the Ninth Federal Reserve
District appeared to show signs of cooling off during the
second quarter although it continued to operate at a very
high rate. The fact that wage and salary employment in
the district was essentially unchanged from the first
quarter level indicates that there was little expansion,
beyond productivity gains, above the first quarter level
of output, Also having a bearing on the stagnation of
growth in total employment, was the fact that the available labor force has been rather limited throughout the
district for quite some time now. During the first quarter
the unemployment rate averaged slightly above 3.4 percent. The second quarter will average slightly above the
the first quarter but will still remain at an historically
low level.
Although total wage and salary employment within the district did not show much change during the first
quarter, employment in the manufacturing sector continued
its rapid rate of growth. This fact together with the strong
increase in electrical power consumption during the second quarter indicates that manufacturing output in the
district moved up rather strongly compared to the first
quarter level. The machine industries, both electrical
and nonelectrical, continued to contribute quite strongly
to the overall industrial advance of the economy. The
petroleum products industry also contributed substantial~
ly to the first quarter increase in output. The rapid rise

in Federal government expenditures, particu’arly for defense, has also had an impact on the Ninth district
economy. This is evidenced by the recent high rates of
growth experienced in the ordnance and scientific ,instruments industries.
It is interesting to note at this point in time, especially with the projected slowdown in federal expenditures over the next fiscal year, that while the Ninth
district economy has benefited to a large degree in terms
of jobs and output from the Federal government expenditures the district is in no way vitally dependent on
these industries. A recently released study by the Department of Defense, which attempts to measure the “defense dependency” of each of the states, indicates that
the states within the Ninth Federal Reserve District are
well below average with respect to dependence on fed.
eral contracts. Consequently, if a slowdown or even a
decline in defense expenditures does, in fact, occur
over the next year or so, the district economy will quite
likely be affected to a lesser degree than the overall
economy.
Although total expenditures on residential construction at the national level increased substantially
above the first quarter level, there was a significant decline in the number of new housing starts by the end of
June, A similar pattern of development appears to have
taken place in the district as the number of authorized
housing units declined in June by 16 percent from the
June 1967 level. This was the first year-to-year decline
in this indicator in 12 months. However, the number of
authorized housing units in the district during the first
half of the year were about 50 percent above the year
earlier level. This increase was primarily due to multiple
family units, but single family dwellings also experienced a 30 percent year-to-year increase.
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Partially estimated; all data not available
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FOOTNOTES
1. Includes Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota,
the upper p.n~nsuloof Michgan, and northwestern Wisconsin

10. Country Bank,
city banks

2. Four state total: Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, and
South Dakota

11. Average of doily figures of the four or five week, ending on
Wednesday which contain at least fo..~rdays falling within the
month

3. Excludes Wisconsin portion of the Ninth district

U.S.

5. Minneapolis only; data I, published quarterly for the first 15
days of the quarter

—

— A fixod son,ple of permit issuing centers.
Does not represent district total.
A sample of centers blown up to represent total
permits Issued

13. General merchandise, apparel, and furniture and appliance groups

6. Minnesota only

14. Ninth District

Figures are for six standard metropolitan statistical
areas included in U.S. data.
U.S. —226 centers excluding the seven leading centers

7. Figumes are for last Wednesday of the month
—

All men,b.r banks excluding th, selected mOjor

12. Ninth District

4. All con,n,erclol bank,, estimated by a sample of banks

8. City Banks

—

Selected banks in major cities

IS.

9. Net loans and discounts less loan, to domestic commercial

—

Per cent change compares only months specified.
compare latest month available.

Does not always
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